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Administrator Reports
School and District Administrators can easily find the information, easily
consumable, always updated. With full oversight of classrooms and
communications, nothing is out of reach.
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Fact Sheet

Bloomz makes it easy for administrators to instantly analyze or monitor data
and make it actionable with optional reports (available when corresponding 
feature is enabled).
Administrators have four easy accessible reports in Bloomz to access for data 
analyzation depending on what features are purchased and used in the 
community.  Administrators access these reports at the district or school level in 
the Reports tab of Bloomz.

 Powerful Administrator Reports

http://www.bloomz.com/
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Fact Sheet

1. Engagement Report
Keep en eye on how your teachers are driving communication and what 
features are being used most with this report data that calculates usage in 
Bloomz from the teacher classroom or community based on dates selected.

Posts
Media Posts
Events Posts
Behavior Awards
Portfolio Posts
Conferences
Volunteer Signups
Like/Comments
Messages

Review staff usage & engagement in the Bloomz features listed:
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Fact Sheet

2. Behavior Report
Administrators can analyze the data across various dimensions: such as 
trends by classes, by staff, by students, by interactions, and by locations. All 
reports can be downloaded in a CSV format for further analysis.

To learn more and see more detailed reporting featuresabout 
Behavior Reports please see the Fact Sheet- Behavior Reports 

http://www.bloomz.com/


4. Attendance Report
Monitor attendance across all your classrooms in one view, with week by 
week report access.

3. Health Report
Keep track of your community's health to spot potential outbreaks..Simplify 
health screening processes for all members with customizable forms, 
question categorization, automated alerts for positive submissions, and 
detailed administrator reports..
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Fact Sheet

Administrators can stay on top of their district and school's contactability and
deliverability reports to ensure full reach and participation without the need to
be part of the class or group to have oversight

4. Dashboards

4a. Ability to identify errors

4b. Ability to find any content shared

4c. Reports detailing communication channels, languages, more

http://www.bloomz.com/
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Fact Sheet

Schedule a Bloomz Demo
Are you a School or District Administrator, Pre-school, or Early Learning
leader, who wants to learn how Bloomz can help boost their parent
engagement efforts and/or get pricing for your school or district? Schedule
a demo today by visiting www.bloomz.com/schedule

To learn more about the Dashboard Delivery Reports- see more here with 
Bloomz!
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5c. Reports detailing communication around AutoNotices
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